Emergency thoracic ultrasound and clinical risk management
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Purpose: Thoracic ultrasound (TUS) has been proposed as an easy-option replacement for chest X-ray (CXR) in emergency diagnosis of pneumonia, pleural effusion, and pneumothorax. We investigated CXR unforeseen diagnosis, subsequently investigated by TUS, considering its usefulness in clinical risk assessment and management and also assessing the sustainability of telementoring.

Patients and methods: This observational report includes a period of 6 months with proactive concurrent adjunctive TUS diagnosis telementoring, which was done using freely available smartphone applications for transfer of images and movies.

Results: Three hundred and seventy emergency TUS scans (excluding trauma patients) were performed and telementored. In 310 cases, no significant chest pathology was detected either by CXR, TUS, or the subsequent work-up; in 24 patients, there was full concordance between TUS and CXR (ten isolated pleural effusion; eleven pleural effusion with lung consolidations; and three lung consolidation without pleural effusion); in ten patients with lung consolidations, abnormalities identified by CXR were not detected by TUS. In 26 patients, only TUS diagnosis criteria of disease were present: in 19 patients, CXR was not diagnostic, ie, substantially negative, but TUS detected these conditions correctly, and these were later confirmed by computed tomography (CT). In seven patients, even if chest disease was identified by CXR, such diagnoses were significantly modified by ultrasound, and CT confirmed that TUS was more appropriate. The overall respective individual performances of CXR and TUS for the diagnosis of a pleural–pulmonary disease in emergency are good, with accuracy >95%.

Conclusion: About 20% of pneumonia cases were detectable only by CXR and 20% only by TUS and not by CXR; ie, about 40% of patients may have been misdiagnosed if, by chance, only one of the two tools had been used. The concurrent use of TUS and CXR increases the overall sensitivity and specificity. The contribution of expert telementoring and final reappraisal is a valuable and sustainable element for emergency physicians’ training and performance, contributing reasonably to mitigation of clinical risks.
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Introduction

Clinical risk assessment and management is a process relevant in emergency diagnosis and standardized therapeutics.1 Health care itself is inherently risky and although it would be impossible to eradicate all harm, there are many activities and actions that can be introduced in order to minimize the occurrence of errors or mitigate its consequences. The key points are: establish the context, and then identify, analyze, evaluate, and treat the risks and their reciprocal relationships (Figure 1).

A further step is the feedback phase, ie, communicate and respond, monitor and review (Figure 2).
A useful construct is to divide risk analysis into two components: 1) risk assessment (identifying, evaluating, and measuring the probability and severity of risks), and 2) risk management (deciding what to do about risks). Clinical risk management allows identification of potential errors. Ultra-sound examination performed in emergency/urgent conditions has long been recognized and confirmed by thousands of studies, but some of them detected controversial elements on criteria, reliability, and even application.

The mostly relevant and questionable topics related with clinical risk management are:

1. The claim that short periods of formal study and training are sufficient to perform consistent and effective procedures: this statement is not widely agreed upon and not reasonable.

2. The concept that the process can work as a standalone definite procedure.

Actually, emergency medicine residency in the United States increasingly includes a 1 year full-time fellowship in emergency ultrasound. In Italy, there are few identical models, and among them the Postgraduate School of Clinical Ultrasound of the School of Medicine of the University of Catania offers a training curriculum that addresses all the aspects of diagnostic ultrasound. In emergency medicine, ECOFAST, or e-FAST, ie, focused assessment with sonography for trauma (commonly abbreviated as FAST) is a rapid bedside ultrasound examination. It is performed by surgeons, emergency physicians, and paramedics, mainly focused as a screening test for identifying fluid or blood around the heart (pericardial effusion) or abdominal organs (hemoperitoneum) or in the chest (pleural effusion but also pneumothorax) after trauma. Actually, training in “bedside ultrasound” (ultrasound at the bedside) or better, “point of care ultrasound” (POCUS) (ultrasound on site intervention), “echoscopy”, or, in case of emergencies, emergency ultrasound is provided, regretfully as short courses, with limited articulation and often delivered to many participants.

Thoracic ultrasound (TUS) clinical criteria were well defined by the original studies performed in USA and Europe, and thereafter used worldwide. As a consequence, reliable ultrasound imaging criteria for pleural effusions, for pulmonary consolidations due to cancer or pneumonia, for pneumothorax and, with controversial reliability, for pulmonary embolism have been well established and successfully applied. Also conditions that may be associated with trauma, such as pulmonary contusion, hemothorax or hemopneumothorax, either by penetrating rib fractures or blunt trauma, are capable of being diagnosed in a timely manner by experienced emergency US clinicians, or at least highly suspected, by TUS. Other less frequent conditions, but with potential presentation in urgency, are congenital lung cysts, malformations, abscesses, or different air–liquid conditions in cavities.

All these lesions, at least in part, must “touch” the chest wall, ie, should be subpleural for being visible by ultrasound: alveolar air prevents the passage of ultrasound and its imaging effect. Moreover, it is required that the acoustic window is at least partly aligned with the lesion, considering that about 30% of the pleural–pulmonary surface is in various ways “obscured” from the ultrasound point of view by bones (shoulder blade, clavicle, ribs). Notwithstanding these limitations, clear-cut definitions of criteria and patterns of images well identifiable in the chest are available and are easily accessible.
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Figure 1 Concept map of the context of the risks.

Figure 2 Concept map of clinical risk management.
achievable, especially by using convex probes and linear probes at higher frequency (7–10 MHz). It must be outlined that lung consolidation, caused by pneumonia or cancer, is not discriminated by ultrasound or by using more advanced ultrasound techniques such as transient Elastography or contrast-enhanced ultrasound.51

The limitations of these imaging approaches can be summarized as:
1. Inherent limitations of the procedure;
2. Insufficient preparation of the operators for this ultrasonographic method;
3. Lack of availability or quality of provided ultrasound equipment;
4. Restricted period of operation that can limit the accurate use of ultrasound tool for selected patients. This last is certainly the most relevant factor, and not only in emergency.

Context analysis (Figure 1) is a preliminary point for a sustainable management, and effective mitigation of risks can be better pursued with appropriate mentorship and reappraisal (Figure 2). The specificity of problems in emergency ultrasound is briefly itemized in Figure 3.

Current information and communication technologies allow easy and instant transmission of images and video to get a second diagnostic opinion by colleagues who practice the same technologies.53–55 The sustainability of telementoring by smartphone application is increasingly demonstrated in radiology, dermatology, surgery, and emergency medicine.56–58

Regrettfully, most of the recently published studies comparing TUS with roentgenologic imaging are designed as a kind of competition between heterogeneous environments of urgency/emergency physicians and a “counterpart” of radiological expertise.59,60 Moreover, it is often described in the methods of several published reports that the skills have been acquired by the physicians and disseminated within the emergency departments with short-term training courses and practical training implementation with a limited number of case studies (even only 30 personal cases or less).27,59–62

While this may be “the real world”, this is definitely not a desirable or justifiable world.61

The benefits of second opinions in radiology and pathology are recognized. For instance, teleultrasonography with telementoring between Emergency Medicine residents and experienced mentors was effectively applied in diagnosing pediatric acute appendicitis in an emergency clinical setting.63 The usefulness of TUS for the diagnosis of acute heart failure is limited, since other clinical and technical tools are more suitable.64–78 Pediatric ultrasound,79,80 rheumatology and interventional diagnostic procedures are also less frequently relevant in a general emergency facility.

The purpose of this report is to investigate the occurrence, if any, of “unforeseen diagnosis”, provided by TUS in addition to the usual criteria and to display an articulated and sustainable learning model by expert telementoring. This novel approach is addressed for the management of clinical risk in TUS emergency; accuracy of the process is defined by the comparison of chest X-ray (CXR), TUS, and final diagnosis. Patients referred to emergency facilities for trauma of any severity are not included in this study; this exclusion criterion should allow for the assessment of a more homogeneous group of subjects. Moreover, trauma patients are a small percentage of the population referred to emergency and accident departments, and pleura–pulmonary problems may be not suitable for detection by TUS. Actually, in trauma patients the access to appropriate acoustic windows is, in several instances, difficult (anatomic barriers, bandages, and limitation of patients’ mobility) if not impossible.

**Patients and methods**

The present study describes a 6 month period of specialist activity of an emergency department physician, to display, in the subsets of difficult or unexpected thoracic diagnosis, the performance of TUS imaging; the context includes the prompt availability of all radiological facilities. The interaction of TUS telementoring, provided by another colleague, in another city and hospital, with a greater specific expertise in TUS, was devised to assure a concurrent mentorship by the school. This training has included a subsequent reassessment of clinical cases by the Ultrasound Course Lecturer in TUS.
and by the Director of the School of Clinical Ultrasound, with a reappraisal overview of all the available information (Figure 4). The study and the manuscript were approved by the Institutional Review Board of the Project Office of the AOU Policlinico, the University Hospital of Catania, and the Review Board of the Postgraduate School in Clinical Echography of the University of Catania, Italy; written informed consent of the patients and of the research participants as authors was provided according to the national ethical and privacy regulation.

A pictorial essay displays the main features of the conditions detected by TUS in emergency medicine (Video S1).

The approach was clinical and instrumental and included the following:

1. clinical history;
2. clinical examination of chest, neck, joints, and abdomen;
3. sequential ultrasound examination of the abdomen, thorax, pericardium;
4. focus on pain symptoms: chest, abdomen (with or without distention), lumbar region, neck;
5. focus on dyspnea and/or cough and/or fever with detection of humid or dry lung sounds, chest dullness, heart and/or pleura–pericardial sounds, and/or jugular congestion, checking also the mobility of the diaphragm and evaluating the collapsibility of the cava vein.

Patients included in this study, apart from the abovementioned criteria, should have satisfied one of these two criteria of unexpected diagnosis after TUS examination:

1. Patients in whom chest radiography was not diagnostic or totally negative and in whom TUS suggested evidence of a specific pathology (consolidation, effusion, pneumothorax), later confirmed by computed tomography (CT).
2. Patients in whom chest disease was detected on chest radiographs, and in whom a specific condition was further detailed, or differently addressed by the ultrasound procedure, and confirmed by CT.

Exclusion criteria: trauma, patients with noninvasive pulse oximetry (SpO₂) lower than 92.0%, those with clinical or instrumental signs of heart failure, those undergoing hemodialysis or having severe renal insufficiency, and those with a known diagnosis of solid or blood tumors.

TUS was done according to a defined work-up, in patients with the abovementioned symptoms and/or physical signs of pneumonia or other chest disease, during the physical examination and before definitive radiographical evidence, if any, was available. Sonography was performed via Esaote Technos MPX – My Lab 6 (Esaote, Genoa, Italy) and/or the Sonosite M-Turbo portable ultrasound system (Sonosite Inc., Bothell, WA, USA), on pulmonary assessment settings, using a 3.5–8-MHz convex probe in adults and an 8–12.5-MHz linear probe in adolescents and children. TUS assessed the chest of each of the patients posteriorly, laterally, and anteriorly and was integrated with an abdomen US examination. TUS was generally conducted with the patient in a sitting position, although the few patients (predominantly children) likely to experience severe discomfort during the procedure were scanned in a semisupine position. A systematic examination of all intercostal spaces was performed and TUS images, if present, were assessed for the number, location, shape, size, and breath-dependent changes of consolidation areas. Two main patterns of lung consolidation attributable to pneumonia were defined: hypoechoic consolidation and mixed consolidation. The presence of air bronchogram, fluid bronchogram, and basal pleural effusion was also reported. The size of the consolidation area was measured longitudinally and transversally, using the longest measurement, ie, the maximal length of the consolidation area visible by TUS, for data analysis. For the purpose of this report, data on the measurements are not detailed.

The second opinion was provided outside the hospital facility by a mentor (FMT), an expert in clinical ultrasound, who answered questions related to the images and US movies of the actual patient. Images and movies were transferred by WhatsApp® (WhatsApp Inc., Mountain View, CA, USA), a proprietary, cross-platform that provides encrypted instant messaging for smartphones; the transfer of sensitive data was done in accordance with standards of data protection encrypted by the end-to-end technology and was carried out anonymized and blinded. Reappraisal was performed subsequently using all the available imaging data – photos.
and videoclips – the clinical records, and the outcome information, as obtained by a short-term follow-up.

Statistical analysis (performed using SPSS 18 [SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, USA]) was addressed to the definition of accuracy, ie, the proportion of true results (both true positives and true negatives) among the total number of cases examined. Specificity and sensitivity of the procedure are also reported to allow a plain presentation of conclusions. Each measure is calculated respectively for TUS and CXR using also the off-line Toolkit for measuring the validity and utility of general practice electronic patient records (http://www.hutchon.net/EPRval.htm). Categorical data were compared between groups using contingency tables and χ² tests.

This trial is registered at www.ClinicalTrials.gov under # NCT02985528.

Results
The study was accomplished over 6 months (February–July 2016), with the observation of 370 patients (excluding trauma patients) by a single physician. In 310 cases, no significant chest pathology was detected either by CXR or TUS; in 24 patients, there was a full concordance between TUS and CXR (ten isolated pleural effusion; eleven pleural effusion with lung consolidations; and three lung consolidation without pleural effusion); in ten patients with lung consolidations, abnormalities identified by CXR were not detected by TUS.

In 26 patients (13 men and 13 women, age range 17–84 years, mean ± standard deviation 54.9±18.5), unexpected TUS diagnosis criteria were present:
1. In 19 patients, CXR was not diagnostic, ie, substantially negative, but TUS detected unexpected ultrasound imaging, which was later confirmed by CT. The diagnoses were as follows:
   a. lung consolidation with slight pleural and/or pericardial effusion in seven patients;
   b. isolated lung consolidation – defined as pneumonia by CT – in 11 patients;
   c. isolated pleural effusion in one patient.
2. In seven patients, a diagnosis of a chest disease on CXR was done; however, such diagnosis was better detailed by ultrasound, and CT confirmed TUS diagnosis (one case of pneumothorax, one case of lymphangitis carcinomatosa, three cases of pneumonia, one case of isolated pericardial effusion, one case of isolated pleural effusion).

According to these results, the overall performance of CXR for the diagnosis of a pleural–pulmonary disease in emergency is good, with a sensitivity of 68% and a specificity of 99.0%. Slightly greater is the sensitivity for TUS, 82.8%, with an identical specificity, 99.8%.

The overall respective individual performances of CXR and TUS for the diagnosis of a pleural–pulmonary disease in emergency, assessed as accuracy, are good, both >95%.

Discussion
Patients with chest or abdominal pain or with respiratory symptoms are frequently referred to emergency, and these occurrences are in many cases, particularly challenging. Advantages of a reliable and affordable diagnostic imaging procedure are evident and well recognized. In addition, the decisive contribution of the ultrasound, performed in conjunction with a thorough clinical examination, has been confirmed by many studies and by the daily experience of many emergency department physicians.

Whether some or all patients should undergo ultrasound examination depends on several factors. Actually, the ultrasound examination is usually performed to confirm a clinical diagnosis based on the overall assessment of the patients before doing more advanced imaging procedures.

Nonetheless, this behavior may lead to errors, and so, in our experience, a quick, early, and expert complete US chest and abdomen examination is helpful in any patient with pain, dyspnea, cough, and/or fever (Box 1).

This brief clinical contribution shows the personal experience over 6 months of activity in the emergency room, with the use of diagnostic ultrasound imaging of the chest in patients with chest pain not immediately attributable to heart disease. In the current literature, there are studies reporting experiences related to the ultrasound diagnosis of pneumothorax, and in patients with “pleuritic” chest pain, features of pain are frequently an obvious indication. As a consequence, it is not surprising that a good match of TUS with the final diagnosis is found, even with greater sensitivity than CXR. Different however, is the evaluation of the contribution of TUS in the case of pulmonary consolidations, pneumonia, neoplasms, or atelectasis by various causes, as in our contribution we are reporting; in such presentations chest pain may be present as a symptom. This is a challenging and even a “risky” subset, which may represent a paradigm also for other clinical frames:

risk management in radiology is primarily developed and fostered to help safeguard patients, working personnel and the entire organization. Protection of the organization is largely grasped in terms of finance management. Potential drawbacks are linked to unreliable results that could damage its reputation.
Different results provided by the two examinations, TUS and CXR, are due also to the different imaging properties of thoracic organs and lesions; this is also related to the features of the two different procedures. TUS views are limited to about 70% of the pleura and lung due to the barriers of bones, mainly scapulae, and to the possibility of only exploring lesions that have pleural–subpleural contact. Reciprocally, CXR is limited in its definition of lateral and strictly subpleural images; this feature conceivably restricts the possibility of chest exploration by CXR to about 70% of the lung. When comparing CXR and TUS views, the inaccessible parts of the lung are only partly coincident.

This is a particularly sensitive topic since apart from the scientific foundation of some well-conducted clinical trials, the reference to a diffuse “good practice” for TUS diagnosis may still be a slippery slope.\(^\text{35}\)

The essence of risk management is to survey all potential reasons for an inaccurate report in advance, so that procedures can be put in place to prevent them.\(^\text{14}\)

There are still relevant variations in imaging test accuracy due to technical reasons of the procedure itself or due to inconclusive results and reports or due to organizational or individual professional limitations; therefore, even the analysis of associated risks has lacked uniformity in the cost–utility literature.\(^\text{13}\)

The integration of TUS and CXR with more advanced radiological procedure is frequently mandatory, apart from extreme emergency conditions and in conditions where resource facilities are not available. Actually, both in emergency TUS, where unexpected clues are more frequently reported, and in elective TUS, which can also be the source of relatively unforeseeable information, the concurrent articulation of clinical and radiological assessment is needed.

There are several similarities between the analysis of the interference of hospitalization on the continuity of drug therapy\(^\text{34}\) and the strategy for clinical risk effects\(^{35, \text{47}}\) mitigation; a sustainable emergency procedure, such as TUS, with an affordable expert telementoring, may contribute to increase reliability and accuracy of diagnosis and timely therapeutic choices.

**Conclusion**

About 20% of pneumonia cases, detectable only by CXR, would have been misdiagnosed if TUS had been the sole method of diagnosis. A similar percentage of chest diseases, however, were detected only by TUS as single approach and not by CXR. However, the concurrent use of TUS and CXR, which otherwise share similar levels of individual diagnostic accuracy, greatly increases sensitivity and specificity. Novel methodologies, such as TUS contrast-enhanced ultrasound (CEUS) tools are not useful in emergency and elective differential diagnosis of lung consolidation.\(^\text{27}\) The contribution of expert telementoring and final reappraisal may be a valuable and sustainable element for empowering emergency physicians’ safety and performance quality, contributing to the mitigation of clinical risks in such a subset.

---

**Box 1 TUS checklist**

- The TUS examination must integrate a thorough physical examination and a systematic and fast chest assessment aimed to:
  - Clarify symptoms already known and observed or reported by the patient (dyspnea, chest pain, fever, cough).
  - Get further information regarding detected signs, such as rales, crackles, or dullness.
  - Detect unexpected chest abnormalities such as pleural effusion or lung consolidation in subjects with few or no evident respiratory symptoms.
- Information and clues derived by TUS may focus better to further diagnostic definition.
- In detail:
  - The detection of pneumothorax by TUS is a quite simple and direct diagnosis of a condition that is not infrequent; radiology, often including CT, is usually required for confirmation.
  - TUS has the great merit of making possible this direct pathway, avoiding or postponing the more usual steps of chest pain work-up: ie, cardiologic and laboratory investigations and preventive pharmacological drugs.
  - In addition, the detection of subpleural infiltrates after a blunt thoracic trauma, apparently relatively uneventful, can lead to a subsequently better-focused diagnostic work-up.
- Signs and symptoms suggesting at a glance involvement of nonthoracic organs:
  - Upper abdominal pain, easily attributable to gallbladder and lumbar flank pain or to kidneys or spine, should also prompt a TUS examination.
  - Detection of pleural effusion or of downward areas of lung consolidation, suspected or detected while performing an abdominal US examination, can be better defined by TUS.

---

**Abbreviations:** CT, computed tomography; TUS, thoracic ultrasound.
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Video S1: Pictorial essay displaying the main features of the conditions detected by thoracic ultrasound in emergency medicine.